
 

Ricky Bahl is an actor, director. The movie Ladies VS Ricky Bahl 3gp 2012 Download starring him is scheduled to be released on the upcoming date. You can download this amazing movie using torrent or Youtube video converter online. For more information about this film you can also visit the official website of the distributor company..... So many people are eagerly waiting for this release and
it's time for them to watch their favorite movie in theaters near them through theater booking sites. John, Aravind and Ajay  are childhood friends. They grew up together and had many things in common. All of them used to get excited watching movies. The three friends became interested in movies from an early age and they decided to make a movie one day. This was the dream of every aspiring
filmmaker. As they grew up, they lost touch with each other. They were all busy with their profession. So they started to give less effort in making the movie happen until one day, John met Aravind who went on telling him of an interesting incident that happened to him. The incident made Aravind realize of his long lost dreams he wanted to fulfill one day  which was turning into reality now because
of his hard work and efforts. Aravind called John and told him about the exciting news, he had acquired a loan which enabled him to buy a DSLR camera for shooting this movie. Aravind had decided to make this movie even though he did not have much experience in making movies. He was not sure whether he could manage the movie with the limited resources he was provided with. That is why
Aravind decided to approach his childhood friend John for help. John agreed to become his partner in this venture and he also convinced Ajay, who was an audio engineer, to be part of it too. The three childhood friends had finally reunited after years of being parted. They all kept waiting for that special day when they will be able to start making their dream come true which would soon take them
into a different world where they would be appreciated and respected by all their friends and family members who cared about them a lot. Now it was the time to start their dream project. But first, they have to find a sound engineer to help them with this task. The sound engineer who initially agreed to become part of their team later left as he had other obligations. So they could not afford to hire
another one as it would delay their plans. Aravind had a friend named Piyush Raghavan who was an aspiring filmmaker and also a key member of his team. Aravind called him and told him about the situation which Piyush agreed to help them out with the projector which was needed for watching films from DVD's because they did not have any money for buying VCD's, Satellite TV or Cinema
Screen.
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